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            [image: I feel like I've been waiting for this moment. 90s meets country club chic is trending and I'm all in for kid and adult spaces alike.  #kidsroom #countryclubchic #interiordesign #boysroomdecor #myhousebeautiful]
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            [image: A whole lot of Christmas cheer. Merry Christmas everyone!]
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            [image: At this point it's a tradition. We're always wishing you happy holidays with @minted.  The faces may age in our card each year, but the quality is timeless. Minted’s heirloom-quality products are printed on the most luxurious paper using printing techniques like hand-pressed, real foil and letterpress. #mintedpartner  Merry Christmas from our family to yours!]
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            [image: Twinkle lights make people happy... it's science.   I stay relatively consistent with my tree each year. Honestly, you do not need a new theme each year, especially if you stick to the classics. But I do use a bit of a formula for my tree. Save this post so you have it for later.  1. Start with the ribbon, looping in and out of the tree. Bigger loops are better. I used 4" gold ribbon and a very large green iridescent netting on this tree.   2. This part is optional but add in string garlands. I used homemade  popcorn & orange slice garlands.   3. Add branches to the tree to fill it in. I used magnolia branches and pearl sticks. You'll need a lot of these.   4. Add ornament sets, like glass bulbs in varying sizes. For decorative ornaments, you'll want a minimum of 6 of each kind.  5. Also optional, but my opinion this is the very best part. Add in your sentimental, collected ornaments.  My tree is from @balsamhill.  #christmastree #holidaydecorations #holidaydecoratingideas #ohchristmastree #christmastreesofinstagram #christmastrees #christmasdecorations #bhghome]
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            [image: Thankful hits even harder this year. With a world that can seem heavy, I appreciate the little moments with these turkeys more than ever.   I've been on this account a little less lately as I've reshuffled both my life and business priorities, but thank YOU for your continued support. I look forward to sharing more of our life and projects here, as well as, client projects at @domestic_studio. There is more on the horizon and it wouldn't be possible without your support.  Wishing you and yours a Happy Thanksgiving!]
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept All”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. However, you may visit "Cookie Settings" to provide a controlled consent.
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					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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